Fifth year International politics

Organization

- **Transverse skills**

- **Method conferences (Mandatory)**
  - International political economics
  - English
  - LVB

- **Languages (Choice: 1 Among 8)**
  - LVB – German
  - LVB – Arabic
  - LVB – Chinese
  - LVB – Spanish
  - LVB – French as a foreign language
  - LVB – Italian
  - LVB – Portuguese
  - LVB – Russian

- **Examinations (Mandatory)**
  - Final Oral Examination – English
  - Final Oral Examination – LVB

- **Consolidation of disciplinary knowledge**

- **Certificate 1 (12.0 credits ECTS) (Mandatory)**
  - International humanitarian law
  - Refugees and asylum seekers
  - International negotiations

- **Certificate 2a : Option “Global public goods” (6.0 credits ECTS) (Mandatory)**
  - Governance and regulation: private actors

- **Certificate 2b : Option “Peace and security” (6.0 credits ECTS) (Mandatory)**
  - Conflict analysis

- **Transition into the professional world**
Workshops, simulations and tutored projects (6.0 credits ECTS) (Mandatory)
- Project management
- Internship or thesis tutoring

Option "Global public goods" (4.0 credits ECTS) (Mandatory)
- Geopolitics of natural resources

Option "Peace and security" (4.0 credits ECTS) (Mandatory)
- Issues pertaining to the Horn of Africa
- Maritime security

Optional seminars (Mandatory)
- List of optional seminars

Thesis or internship

Organizational unit

Sciences Po Bordeaux (Etablissement racine)